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right end. Wrong, the wave is travelling out and in.
However you are confused about what is meant by
"polarization". it is a state of oscillation in which the electric
and magnetic polarizations are aligned, the energy
associated with each vibrating oscillation being fixed
(positive for an electric field, negative for a magnetic field).
This
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form: = form_for @article, url: article_path(@article), html:
{multipart: true} do |f| = f.text_area :title, id: 'title', class:

'form-control', value: @article.title, placeholder: 'Your
article title' = f.text_area :description, id: 'description',

class: 'form-control', value: @article.description,
placeholder: 'Your article description' = f.text_area

:welcome, id: 'welcome', class: 'form-control', value:
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ActionView::Template::Error (undefined method `title' for
nil:NilClass): app/controllers/articles_controller.rb:18:in

`create' This is because @article is nil as it is set via AJAX
with the following: $('#articles').on('click', '#post_article',

function(e) { e.preventDefault(); var article_title =
$('#title').val(); var article_description =

$('#description').val(); var article_welcome =
$('#welcome').val(); $.ajax({ type: 'POST', url:

article_path(@article), data: { title
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